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COMPENSATION 

 

A Dead Parrot Or A Sleeping Beauty? 

 

Valentine Le Grice QC 

 

The Terminology 

 

Baroness Hale was primarily responsible for the introduction of compensation (SRJ v DWJ [1999] 2 

FLR 176). She is a fine lawyer and judge, but she was only briefly an advocate. I am no judge at all 

with  a degree in English, but I have argued a lot of cases. Whilst doing so I have appeared against 

some outstanding  advocates such as Lord Wilson,  the late Mrs Justice Baron, Mr Justice Mostyn and 

Mr Martin Pointer QC. As advocates they looked and in the case of Martin, look to persuade the 

court. I believe that in presenting a wife’s arguments they would all have rejected  submitting that she 

should be compensated for gender related disadvantage. They would have done so for various 

reasons. Compensation is a dangerous word as it has its most natural and best established use in the 

law of tort. It is also manifestly insensitive. Any husband who has maintained his wife and children 

for, say fifteen years will be hurt and annoyed by the proposition that he should compensate his wife 

for the experience. He may, or may not be placated by the subsequent reference to gender related 

disadvantage. At least that shows compensation is a systemic concept, rather than directed at him 

personally. But fully expressed the words display the origin of the concept in a feminist approach to 

divorce. The advocate would know that some tribunals would reject the socio-legal concept; if only 

because another feminist analysis would give primacy to the wife’s autonomous ability to look after 
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herself. The advocate would put these controversial words to one side, look at the concept and try to 

come up with a better description.  

 

The advocate  looking for something better might like the description in Charman v Charman (No 

4) [2007] 1 FLR 1246: “prospective financial disadvantage which upon divorce some parties face as 

a result of decisions which they took for the benefit of the family during the marriage”. Sir Mark 

Potter P  gave the judgment of the Court, but I detect the hand of Wilson LJ, as he then was, in this 

part of the judgment. In short form the proposition might be described as adjustment for disadvantage.  

Whatever it is called a focus on the respective positions of the parties after sharing and a needs 

analysis may identify when further adjustment is required.  

 

 

Compensation Described 

 

Compensation came to the fore in Miller v Miller; McFarlane v McFarlane [2006] 1 FLR 1186 

(“McFarlane”). At paragraph 13 of his speech Lord Nicholls expressed it in this way: 

“(Compensation) is aimed at redressing any significant prospective economic disparity between the 

parties arising from the way in which they conducted their marriage. For instance, the parties may 

have arranged their affairs in a way which has greatly advantaged the husband in terms of his 

earning capacity but left the wife severely handicapped so far as her own earning capacity is 

concerned. Then the wife suffers a double loss; a diminution in her earning capacity and the loss of a 

share in her husband’s enhanced income. This is often the case. Although less marked than in the 

past, women may still suffer a disproportionate financial loss on the breakdown of a marriage 

because of their traditional role as home-maker and childcarer.” 
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This passage shows that compensation is not for every case. There must be a “significant prospective 

economic disparity”, the husband must be “greatly advantaged and the wife “severely handicapped”. 

Whilst accepting that adverbs and adjectives rarely add or subtract much from nouns and verbs, Lord 

Nicholls must have used one of the former and two of the latter to avoid compensatory awards being 

made in unwarranted circumstances.    

 

 

The Retreat From Compensation 

 

Giving a lawyer an argument is like giving a three year old a musical instrument: both will trumpeted; 

often at inappropriate times and without the study which might make both fit for purpose. So it was 

with compensation. Lord Nicholls’ speech was stripped of its adjective and adverbs and the speeches 

as a whole were used to support the argument that as the wife would have earned, say £500,000 net of 

tax if she had not married the husband he should now pay her for the work she never did. Put in those 

terms compensation became nonsense. Like parents driven to cacophonic distraction the judges 

stopped the performance. In paragraph 59 of  VB v JB [2008] 1 FLR 742 Sir Mark Potter suggested 

that it was bedtime: 

“Where it is necessary to provide ongoing periodical payments for the wife after the division of 

capital assets insufficient to cover her future maintenance needs, any element of compensation is best 

dealt with by a generous assessment of her continuing needs unrestricted by purely budgetary 

considerations, in the light of the contribution of the wife to the marriage and the broad effect of the 

sacrifice of her own earning capacity upon her ability to provide for her own needs following the end 

of the matrimonial partnership.” . 

At para 62 of RP v RP [2007] 1 FLR 2105 Coleridge J went further and suggested that the way the 

arguments on compensation were developing represented “a blind alley at the mouth of which a “no 
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entry” sign should be firmly placed”. Faced with comments like these the lawyers could tell that the 

judges did not like compensation. As advocates reject losing arguments compensation was largely 

cast aside.  

 

 

Compensation And Fairness 

 

In order to limit the argument that the trinity of sharing, compensation and need is a gloss on S25 of 

the 1973 Act the Court of Appeal in Charman sought to identify each concept in the wording of the 

section. This has encouraged the judges to dispatch cases by considering the trinity without detailed 

consideration of S25. In smaller money cases the judge will look at needs. In larger money cases the 

judge will start with sharing and then see whether the respective shares, which may not be equal, will 

meet the needs of the parties. If not, the judge may adjust the capital or award maintenance so that the 

applicant can meet his or her needs. That may be an end of it. At paragraph 46 of his judgment in SS v 

NS [2015] 2 FLR 1124, Mostyn J said that the compensation principle will only apply “in a most 

exceptional case”. In reserved judgments , judges have every opportunity to choose their words with 

care. The “most exceptional case” is not only unusual, it is not only exceptional, it is more 

exceptional than the other exceptional cases. If compensation is that exceptional  one wonders why it 

features so prominently in  McFarlane.  

 

Authority should be developed; it should not be glossed away. As a result the courts should look to 

make sense of compensation as a concept, rather than treat it as a dead parrot.  Lord Tennyson had 

something to say about the law in  Aylmer’s Field. The passage was referred to in Deane J’s judgment 

in Mallett v Mallett (1984) 156 CLT 605 and the reference was cited by Mostyn J in JL v SL(No2) 

[2015] 2 FLR 1202. The passage justifies being quoted at fuller length. Leolin toiled: 
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Mastering the lawless science of our law, 

That codeless myriad of precedent, 

That wilderness of singles instances, 

Thro’ which a few, by wit or fortune led, 

May beat a pathway out to wealth  and fame. 

Whilst practitioners may be encouraged by the prospect of wealth and fame, the judges should ensure 

that there is no “codeless myriad of precedent”. Part of our code is the weight which should be 

attached to decisions of the Supreme Court and its predecessor court.  

 

The need to give compensation a prince’s kiss is illustrated by JL v SL (No 2) . Mostyn J had already 

set aside the original order on account of Mr SL’s patent non-disclosure and was making a fresh order 

on her application for financial remedies.  One of the issues was whether Mrs JL’s inheritance should 

be seen as non-matrimonial property and whether the money which Mr SL received from the sale of 

the shares  he failed to disclose was a post-separation accrual. After carefully considering the law on 

non-marital property and post separation accrual Mostyn J excluded the inheritance of £465,000 and 

the £586,334 from the shares from the sharing principle. Whilst the decision on the proceeds of the 

shares might be open to some criticism, this paper is not directed to the difficult question of post 

separation accrual.  After excluding the £465,000 and the £586,000 the matrimonial assets were 

£3,584,981 and these were divided equally. The result was that Mrs JL received £1,792,491 from the 

marital assets, retained her inheritance of £465,000 and received £650,000 in pension share. This gave 

her capital of £2,257, 491 and resources of £2,907,491. In contrast Mr SL was left with capital of 

£2,378,491 and resources of £3,028,491. From his capital Mr SL had to pay Mrs JL £100,000 in costs 

with consequential adjustment to their respective figures. 

 

After coming to his decision on a capital division Mostyn J continued by considering whether  Mrs 

SL’s capital would meet her needs and did so by applying some relatively complex Duxbury 
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calculations.  After judgment  Mrs SL queried whether all the assumptions in the calculations were 

accurate and Mostyn J dealt with the queries in JL v SL (No 3) [2015] EWHC 555 (Fam). 

Fortunately, it is not necessary to consider the intricacies of that judgment. Suffice it to say that the 

capital division should enable Mrs JL to meet her needs, albeit with accelerating amortisation of 

capital.  

 

Like Mr and Mrs McFarlane, Mr and Mrs SL met at university. Like Mr McFarlane, Mr SL qualified 

as an accountant, though he left private practice to pursue a successful career in the business sector. 

Unlike Mrs McFarlane, Mrs JL did not qualify as a solicitor, but until the children were born she 

pursued a graduate career path. The question is whether meeting  Mrs JL’s needs meant that  the 

earnings of the parties were irrelevant.  Mrs JL took a course of training after the marriage broke 

down, but had the modest earning capacity of £13,007 net. In contrast the evidence showed that  Mr 

SL would earn between £71,000 net and £114,000 net pa. He was fifty two years old and would be 

able to work for at least a further eight years. If  the parties, who are of similar age, retire in ten years’ 

time and the median figure for Mr SL’s earnings of £92,500 is adopted, he will earn £925,000 and  

Mrs JL will earn £130,070. As the incomes of the parties during the foreseeable future is an express 

criterion in S25 (2)  it is suggested that the discrepancy of £795,000 warranted some compensation. 

Making no adjustment at all leaves Mr SL in a significantly stronger position than  Mrs JL after a long 

marriage. Further the decision is at odds with Kingdon v Kingdon [2011] 1 FLR 1409, which 

appears not to have been cited. Kingdon was another set aside case. When  Mrs Kingdon’s claims 

were reconsidered she was awarded an additional £481,000. Mr Kingdon then argued that the 

£200,000 she had already received as a clean break lump sum should be deducted. This was rejected 

on the basis that  Mrs Kingdon received that “primarily reflective of a different feature (to need), 

namely that the husband was likely in the future to generate vastly greater earnings than was the 

wife”. (per Wilson LJ (as he then was) at para 47).  
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Clearly Mostyn J considered it fair to leave Mr JL’s future earnings out of account, even though they 

were going to be earned in the foreseeable future.  I would respectively suggest that he was wrong to 

do so and JL v SL was a clear case  for considering compensation. Sharing had taken place leaving 

the parties in similar positions. Mrs JL’s share was going to meet her needs through drawing on the 

marital capital. Mr JL was going to meet his needs for some years to come from his earnings. If the 

couple had decided that Mrs JL should continue with her career she would probably have been able to 

do likewise. I would not suggest that the compensatory payment should have been paid periodically.  

If the capital adjustment had been  £397,500  Mr SL would still have been able to meet his needs, but 

a lower adjustment of say £250,000  might have addressed the wider questions of fairness. Either way 

the advantages of a clean break would have been retained. .  

 

 

The Terminology Revisited 

 

In RP v RP  Coleridge J produced his no entry sign. He also awarded 60% of the assets to Mrs RP. 

The division was necessary “first because of the parties’ wish to achieve finality today, secondly the 

children’s needs call for it, and, thirdly, the husband has a far greater prospect so far as longer term 

earnings are concerned”.  There is no attempt to break down the extent to which the adjustment from 

an equal division was driven by need and the extent to which it reflected Mr RP’s earning capacity, 

but clearly the latter was a factor. As a result, no entry sign apart, the award had a compensatory 

element. In CR v CR [2008] 1 FLR 323, the assets were £16m and Mr CR was earning £1m pa net. 

Bodey J rejected Mrs CR’s argument that she should be compensated for loss of a career, but then 

awarded her an extra £1m. The judgment can be read as an assessment of  Mrs CR’s needs against the 

background of Mr CR’s income, but at the same time Bodey J concluded that “it would not be fair 

here to ignore the big income imbalance”. 
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It is significant that two cases expressly rejecting compensation should have  an element of 

compensation informing outcome. I appreciate that the lawyers must take primary responsibility for 

trying to make compensation  a “head of damage”, but would their arguments have seemed so 

objectionable and absurd if they had referred to the “prospective financial disadvantage which upon 

divorce some parties face as a result of decisions which they took for the benefit of the family during 

the marriage”?  In my view the concept is far more acceptable than the terminology.  

 

 

Double Counting 

 

The danger of double counting was referred to in McFarlane. It has been mentioned in a number of 

subsequent cases. In  LKW v CC (FACV 16/2008) . Rebeiro PJ considered that compensation would 

always be double counted and should be seen as part of the sharing principle.  

 

There is certainly a risk of double counting in a truly big money case. If the sharing principle divides 

£60m between the parties it is unlikely that  W will have to amortise capital. Conversely it is likely 

that H’s earnings will comparatively irrelevant. After making £60m he may have decided to put his 

feet up. At the other end of the spectrum it is unlikely that W could be compensated for loss of a 

career in a needs case as the additional payment may well leave H with less than he needs. 
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Compensation In Practice 

 

Compensation is most likely to apply in well to do middle class cases. Mr and Mrs McFarlane were a 

very well off professional middle class family. Mr and Mrs Kingdon had more income and capital 

than they needed. Mr JL and Mrs SL were in a broadly similar position. These are the cases where 

sharing the marital acquest and meeting the wife’s needs, whether from capital or income leaves an 

imbalance. It may not amount to more than taking H’s future earnings into account, but after a long 

marriage during which W has sacrificed her career this might strike many as fair.  

 

As the law supports a clean break it is preferable to recognise the concept in an adjustment of the 

capital than an order for periodical payments. It may have been dispiriting for Mr McFarlane to pay 

one third of his income to Mrs McFarlane, but the payment of £200,000 to Mrs Kingdon to reflect his 

“vastly greater earnings” was something that Mr Kingdon agreed before his non-disclosure was 

discovered.  Certainly a husband who pays over additional capital for a clean break, to include 

allowance for an element of compensation will have his higher earnings intact and the ability to 

retrench his position. My suggested adjustment of £250,000 to the outcome in JL v SL would not 

have produced equality of outcome. It would only have reduced an imbalance; which is what one 

might expect when outcome is a balance to be struck in an area of wide discretion.  

 

18 5 2016 
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